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Abstract. In molecular biology, comparison of multiple Protein Pro-

tein Interaction (PPI) networks to extract subnetworks that are con-

served during evolution across di↵erent species is helpful for studying

complex cellular machinery. Most e↵orts produce promising results in

creating alignments that show large regions of biological or topologi-

cal similarity between the PPI networks of various species, but few do

both. We present a new pairwise aligner SSAlign (Symmetric Substruc-

ture Alignment) that extracts maximal substructures from participating

PPI networks and uses Gene Ontology Consistency (GOC) as the graph

isomorphic function for aligning two subgraphs. We use PPI networks

from Isobase data repository for experiments and comparisons. Our re-

sults show that in comparison to other contemporary aligners, SSAlign

is better at aligning topologically and biologically similar subnetworks.
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1 Introduction

Interplay among proteins macromolecules form an interconnected network called
Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Network. The current abundance of PPI net-
works is helping in addressing the challenge of discovering conserved interactions
across multiple species. Studies suggest that molecular networks are conserved
through evolution [1]. The interactions between protein pairs as well as the
overall composition of the network are important for the overall study of cel-
lular functioning of an organism. Comparison of conserved substructures across
species helps understand complex biochemical processes. The ultimate goal of
network alignment is to predict the protein functions in an unknown species
from the known ones. Sequence similarity metrics such as BLAST scores [2]
do not provide conclusive evidence for similar protein functions. PPI network
alignment can be treated as a supplement to the computation of sequence simi-
larity, providing needed topological information in identifying ortholog proteins.
PPI network alignment is a relatively new research area in computational biol-
ogy, with the goal of uncovering large shared sub-networks between species and
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deriving phylogenetic relationships among species by examining the extent of
overlap exhibited by di↵erent PPI networks [3], [4], [5]. Comparing two biologi-
cal networks is a challenging problem, since conserved sub-networks are expected
to possess both topological and biological similarities. A number of aligners has
been reported in the literature recently. They either produce promising results
in creating biologically or functionally significant alignments, or are e↵ective in
producing topological fit, but few achieve both well.

We present a new way of aligning networks using isomorphism of substruc-
tures extracted from input PPI networks. We call it the Symmetric Substruc-
ture Aligner (SSAlign). GOC score is used as an isomorphic merit function for
optimized alignment of symmetric subgraphs. The presence of symmetric sub-
structures contributes to the topological aspect of the alignment and the merit
function, GOC, helps achieve biological similarity among the matched proteins.

We organize rest of the paper into four sections. Section 2 presents an in-
troduction and background of the PPI alignment problem. It also discusses a
few state-of-the-art aligners. Section 3 introduces our proposed aligner, SSAlign.
Experimental results and analysis are reported in Section 4. We conclude in
Section 5.

2 Alignments of PPI Networks

PPI networks are often represented as undirected graphs, the proteins being
nodes and molecular interactions between them being edges.

Definition 1 (Protein-Protein-Interaction Network). A set of proteins P
forms a PPI network G =< P, I > by virtue of the physical interactions among
protein molecules in P due to various biochemical events. I is the symbolic rep-
resentation of the set of strong interactions between a pair of proteins Pi and
Pj 2 P.

Comparative analysis of PPI networks across species is an important compu-
tational task needed to identify evolutionarily conserved subnetworks. It is often
considered a graph alignment problem where proteins from di↵erent species are
superimposed on one another based on strong evidence accrued from high protein
sequence similarity as well as high topological similarity.

Definition 2 (PPI Network Alignment). Given k distinct PPI networks
G1 =< P1, I1 >,G2 =< P2, I2 >, · · · ,Gk =< Pk, Ik > from k di↵erent species,
the PPI alignment problem is to find conserved subnetworks within the k graphs.
This alignment graph A is a subgraph consisting of nodes representing k similar
proteins (one per species), and edges representing conserved interactions among
the species. Each alignment Ai can be represented as:

Ai = {< p1i, p2i, · · · , pki > |pji 2 Pj} (1)
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Pairwise alignment matches two species, i.e., k = 2. Broadly speaking, there
are two di↵erent classes of alignments. Global alignment performs best single su-
perimposition of the whole input networks on top of one another. On the other
hand, local alignment aligns small subnetworks giving rise to multiple superim-
posed aligned subgraphs. The overall objective of PPI alignment methods is to
maximize the size of the subgraphs, ensuring high protein sequence and topologi-
cal similarities among the networks. Several pairwise aligners have been proposed
in the last few years to achieve alignment with high biological significance.

For instance, PINALOG [6] is a pairwise aligner that identifies dense sub-
graphs, called communities, within the input networks to find regions of sim-
ilarity between the two PPI networks. It first finds a mapping from the com-
munities in one graph to the communities in the other and then, for each pair
of communities, matches the nodes within them. The similarity between two
communities is determined by balancing the sum of the sequence similarities
and shared Gene Ontology (GO) terms.NETAL [7] works by recursively defin-
ing topological similarity, where nodes are similar if their neighbors are similar.
Given this topological similarity matrix, it refines an interaction score matrix
by estimating how many interactions will be conserved if the given nodes are
aligned. The alignment is constructed greedily by mapping together the nodes
with the best interaction scores, and after each pair of nodes is aligned, the inter-
action score matrix is updated to select the next pair to align. C-GRAAL [8] uses
graphlet degree signatures along with another topological metric to heuristically
maximize the total number of edges aligned between two networks. C-GRAAL
also optionally can take bit scores as input. Topology-based alignment makes
C-GRAAL applicable to any type of network. In addition to using graphlet
degree signatures, C-GRAAL also uses the presence of common neighbors to
inform its seed-and-extend heuristic. GHOST [9] uses spectral graph theory to
build a similarity metric that is used as a cost function to align the input net-
works. The spectral signatures for sub-graphs of di↵erent sizes around a specific
node are created using the normalized Laplacian and combined with a greedy
seed-and-extend algorithm to find the alignment. MAGNA [10] adopts an evo-
lutionary approach using Genetic Algorithms and optimizes randomly selected
initial alignments with the help of three di↵erent objective scores, namely In-
duced Conserved Structure (ICS)[9], Edge Correctness (EC) [11], and Symmetric
Substructure Score (S3)[10].

In our study, we observe a few interesting facts about the aligners.

– When proteins interact, they form di↵erent network topologies [6]. Hence,
homology information seems to be encoded in network topology itself, which
leads to the conclusion that sequence information doesn’t usually help pre-
dict orthology [12].

– Many PPI network aligners that use mainly topological fit to extract the
alignment, such as PINALOG [6] and GHOST [9], show high biological
scores. However, some other aligners, such as those from the GRAAL family
[1], [8], [12], [13], [14] that uses mainly a topological graphlet based approach
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for alignment, have poor functional enrichment scores for the produced align-
ments in comparison to PINALOG and GHOST [15].

– State-of-the-art aligners use a cost function based on either sequence or topo-
logical similarity or both. They maximize the cost functions to achieve a
functionally enriched alignment. They are able to achieve high biological
(exclusive) or topological similarity scores between two participating net-
works, but do not do the both well.

In our work, we develop an aligner that is expected to perform well in terms
of both biological and topological merits.

3 SSAlign: A New Symmetric Substructures Aligner

In this section, we introduce our methodology to obtain a global pairwise network
alignment of PPI networks. Our work is motivated by the fact that the presence
of biologically orthologous proteins during evolution leads to a high structural
similarity, producing better topological fit across multiple species. It is an impor-
tant ingredient for achieving a good functionally enriched alignment. PINALOG
extracts only clique structures for alignment, while GRAAL and its extensions
align two networks based on graphlet degree signatures, ignoring larger clique-
like structures. We feel that both clique and non-clique structures are equally
important from the point of view of conversation among sub-network structures.
Instead of graphlet degree signatures, we explore all possible inherent network
substructures from both participating networks for alignment.

Definition 3 (k-Substructure). Given a network G built with a set of proteins
P connected by interconnection edges I, a k-substructure is an induced subgraph
extracted from G, consisting of k proteins P 0 and a set of edges I 0 connecting
these proteins, such that P 0 ✓ P and I 0 ✓ I

We extract all substructures or induced subgraphs of size k from a network.
These substructures include complete subgraphs or cliques also. We call them
as k-maximal substructures.

Fig. 1. Example of k-Maximal Substructure of size 5.

Definition 4 (k-Maximal Substructures). An induced subgraph or substruc-
ture of size k extracted from G is maximal if no extension of the substructure is
possible. In other words, G0

k ✓ G is maximal if for any two proteins Pi, Pj 2 G0
k,

there is an edge (Pi, Pj) 2 I connecting Pi and Pj, then < Pi, Pj > is in G0
k.
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Figure 1 shows two substructures (b) and (c) extracted from (a). The sub-
structure (b) is a k-maximal substructure of k = 5 since it contain all the edges
from the graph (a) connecting all selected nodes {A1 · · ·A5}. On the other hand,
(c) is a subset of (b) and so not a maximal subgraph.

Interestingly any clique in a graph is also a form of maximal k-substructure
of size k.

Figure 2 shows the statistics on some of the substructures of size k = 3 to 5
nodes extracted from PPI networks of di↵erent species.

Fig. 2. The total number of di↵erent substructures of size up to size 5 extracted from

PPI networks of four di↵erent species. This statistics are obtained from Isobase dataset

used in [16].

Once a set of maximal substructures for varying values of k is available
from the participating networks, the task of alignment starts with the finding
of symmetric substructures from the participating networks followed by opti-
mal superimposition of symmetric substructures. We use a simple definition of
symmetric substructures for ease of computation.

Definition 5 (Symmetric Substructures). Two k maximal substructures,
G0

k =< P 0, I 0 > and G00
k =< P 00, I 00 > are symmetric if |I 0| = |I 00| and G0

k and
G00

k are isomorphic to each other.

Superimposition of two symmetric substructures produces graph isomor-
phism between the two corresponding subgraphs.

Definition 6 (Symmetric Substructures Alignment). Given two symmet-
ric maximal substructures, G0

k ✓ G0 and G00
k ✓ G00, where G0 and G00 are two

PPI networks of di↵erent species, the alignment of symmetric substructures is
an appropriate isomorphic mapping function f : P 0 ! P 00 that maps a pair of
corresponding nodes to each other along with the edge between them.
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3.1 Alignment Approach

We divide the overall task of alignment into two major sub-tasks namely, (i)
extraction of k-maximal substructures and (ii) optimal alignments of substruc-
tures of two di↵erent networks using a new gene ontological merit function to
achieve a biologically significant alignment outcome.

Extraction Phase: The extraction phase accepts an adjacency matrix of a PPI
network as input. It walks through the network to mine all substructures. We use
a method similar to the k-walk algorithm [17] to extract maximal substructures
of size k. It starts with a set of k target nodes from the original graph and gradu-
ally adds into the subgraph all the edges that connect all the nodes of the target
subgraph. It also takes into account the fact that the graph should be an induced
graph. The values of k are attempted in decreasing order, starting with the larger
substructures first going down to a size of 3. We remove the substructures that
are subset of a larger substructure to retain only maximal substructures. Our
extraction approach extracts all the substructures in O(|k|.n3) time. The same
step is applied to the other PPI network to extract maximal substructures.

Alignment Phase: The alignment phase is performed in three di↵erent steps.
At first, a set of priority queues of symmetric substructure pairs are constructed.
Each queue contains a pair of symmetric k-maximal substructures obtained from
the two input networks. All priority queues are built based on how two substruc-
tures are similar to each other according to their biological functions similarities.
We use the Gene Ontology Consistency (GOC) score to find if two symmetric
substructures are functionally significant. The GOC score of any two symmetric
substructures, G1 and G2 is given as:

GOC(G0
1,G00

2) =
X

(Pi2G0
1,Pj2G00

2)

|GO(Pi) \GO(Pj)|
|GO(Pi) [GO(Pj)|

(2)

where Pi and Pj are two candidate isomorphic proteins to be matched belonging
to G0

1 and G00
2 respectively. The set of GO annotations for a protein Pi are

denoted by GO(Pi), where all terms are extracted from the GO database with
the exclusion of the root terms for each protein. To minimize redundancy, we
limit the GO terms used to a maximum distance of five from the root of the
ontology.

We optimize the alignments by maximizing the GOC score. Note that the ex-
traction step takes in account all possible orientations to construct any substruc-
ture with the same set of nodes and edges. The reason behind this is to maximize
the GOC score of the candidates that are being aligned. We perform one-to-one
alignment between the proteins from the candidate pair of substructures. We
begin the alignment by aligning larger substructures first. A substructure is con-
sidered to be larger if the number of nodes (proteins) and edges are greater than
the others. During this first phase of alignment, we ignore substructures that are
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partially aligned. The purpose of skipping all partially aligned substructures is
to maximize the total number of nodes aligned from both networks and give a
chance to the substructures that are fully unaligned to be aligned first. We store
all partially aligned substructures in another queue for the second round of align-
ment. During the second round, we align all the partially aligned substructures
left out in the last phase using the same method.

In the final step, we expand the initial alignment obtained from the above
steps by aligning the neighborhood of all pairs of nodes that are already aligned.
The alignment is based on GOC score. If a pair of nodes in the alignment set
touches a set of nodes that are not in the alignment set, this set of nodes is
aligned in this phase. This step is motivated by the fact that the star topology is
predominant in PPI networks. If the central node is a part of any substructure
and other nodes are not, then all these nodes are not aligned. Figure 3 shows an
example of a spoke node visualized from one of the PPI networks of a species
under study. Another important reason behind performing such a step is to cover
all substructures that are excluded from consideration (See Figure 4). We Should
note that SSAlign takes in the worst case O(n2), where n is the largest number
of substructures extracted.

Fig. 3. Example of a spoke node that is part of a substructure in PPI networks of

four di↵erent species. This sub-network is taken from the visualization of H. sapi-
ens(Human) network. The central node, on the left, is part of substructure and all

other nodes are not.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we assess the performance of our aligner and compare it with
the state-of-the-art aligners. Symmetric Substructure Aligner is implemented in
Java. We use JGraphT 1 library to extract and compute network substructures.
All experiments of SSAlign are conducted on a desktop machine, running OS
X Yosemite Version 10.10.5, with Quad Core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7 and 16GB
1600MHz DDR3 RAM.

1
http://jgrapht.org/

http://jgrapht.org/
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4.1 Dataset Used

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method we use real PPI networks.
We run our algorithm on four extensively studied species: Saccharomyces cere-
visiae (Yeast), Drosophila melanogaster (Fly), Caenorhabditis elegans (Worm),
and Homo sapiens (Human). All the networks are downloaded from the pub-
licly available IsoBase [18] data repository. Brief details about the networks are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. PPI networks from IsoBase data repository used for experiments

Species Number of Number of

Proteins Interactions

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Yeast) 5499 31898
Drosophila melanogaster (Fly) 7518 25830
Caenorhabditis elegans (Worm) 2805 4572

Homo sapiens (Human) 9633 36386

4.2 Assessment Metrics

We have observed weaknesses in some of the evaluation metrics [11] that are used
for assessing the quality of alignments. Aligners score di↵erently when di↵erent
metrics are used to evaluate the resulting alignment. The Edge Correctness (EC)
metric cannot penalize sparse-to-dense alignment. On the other hand Induced
Conserved Structure (ICS) is not able to penalize dense-to-sparse alignment.
Therefore, we use Symmetric Substructure Score (S3) [10] for topological assess-
ment, because it penalizes both sparse-to-dense and dense-to-sparse alignments
equally. The S3 metric is defined using following equation:

S3(G1, G2, f) =
|f(E1) \ E2|

|E1|+ |EG2[f(V1)]|� |f(E1) \ E2|
(3)

where |EG2[f(V1)]| denotes the total number of edges of the induced sub-network
of G2 that contains all nodes that have been mapped to by f . The denominator
of S3 can be thought of as the number of unique edges in the composite graph
resulting from overlaying the graphs G1 and G2 according to the alignment f .

For biological assessment, we evaluate the performance of the aligners using
the Gene Ontology Consistency (GOC) [19] score (given in Equation (2)) which
uses Gene Ontology (GO) [20] annotations to enhance the measurement of the
alignment quality.

4.3 Results and Analysis

Extraction of cliques and subgraphs are very expensive operations. We extract
both in advance as an o✏ine task. All extracted cliques and substructures are
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stored in a file to speed up the extraction of alignments. For our experiments,
we consider substructures of size up to k = 5 only. The reason behind consid-
ering such a moderate maximum size is the cost involved in extracting larger
substructures in terms of time. We also exclude few of extracted substructures
due to the following reasons.

1. There is a large number of possibilities to form such substructures; But,
this huge number of such substructures makes the extraction of the final
alignment infeasible.

2. Extracting all such substructures does not beget any extra power toward ob-
taining the final alignment as we can easily expand the final alignment to the
neighborhood of aligned node with little cost. Examples of such subgraphs
are shown in Figure 4.

3. A few rare substructures that are usually not present in PPI networks
(Isobase). Figure 5 depicts substructures that do not exist in any PPI net-
work as a maximal substructure.

Fig. 4. Excluded substructures extracted from Isobase PPI networks from four di↵erent

species.

Fig. 5. Substructures that do not exist as maximal substructures in PPI networks of

four di↵erent species under study.

In addition, we extract cliques up to size 11, which is the maximum common
clique size among all the networks available in the Isobase [21] repository. We
compare performance of our aligner with five di↵erent popular aligners namely,
C-GRAAL, PINALOG, MAGNA, GHOST and NETAL. C-GRAAL and PINA-
LOG that use community-based topological approach similar to our method.
MAGNA and GHOST are two recently published aligners that have the best
performance among topological aligners [15]. In addition, we choose NETAL as
it is one of the fastest topological aligners [15].
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The topological scores of the aligners including our proposed aligner (SSAlign)
are given in Table 2. The best scores are highlighted in bold. The performance of
SSAlign is promising in producing topologically similar alignments for all species
pairs. However, NETAL shows marginally superior performance in comparison
to SSAlign for three network pairs. Missing data in the Table 2 (and Table 3)
indicate the failure of the aligners to generate outcomes.

Table 2. S3
scores for di↵erent aligners on IsoBase PPI network pairs

Aligner ce-dm ce-hs ce-sc dm-hs sc-dm sc-hs

SSAlign 0.373 0.464 0.357 0.184 0.164 0.134
C-GRAAL 0.142 0.131 0.009 0.119 0.118 0.107
GHOST 0.139 0.148 0.118 0.115 - -
MAGNA 0.261 0.245 0.246 0.107 0.107 0.116
NETAL 0.412 0.396 0.323 0.187 0.149 0.141

PINALOG 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.005

We measure the biological merit of the alignments using functional enrich-
ment based on the GOC score. Orthologs preserve biological functions during
evolution. The more two aligned proteins shared common ontological terms, the
more they are significant from an orthology perspective. We report the GOC
score from the alignment outcomes produced by aligners in Table 3. In the Ta-
ble, we observe that SSAlign is very proficient in producing alignments that are
biologically significant as SSAlign takes into consideration GOC scores as an
isomorphic merit function during alignment.

Table 3. GOC scores achieved by the aligners for di↵erent PPIN pairs

Aligner ce-dm ce-hs ce-sc dm-hs sc-dm sc-hs

SSAlign 221.17 125.58 136.95 310.95 297.10 416.69

C-GRAAL 75.95 41.21 53.48 110.5 100.5 123.2
GHOST 181.5 84.85 95.43 166.9 - -
MAGNA 12.96 18.64 25.26 37.54 48.84 79.59
NETAL 12.01 18.64 25.26 37.54 48.84 79.59

PINALOG 229.8 96.62 136.5 302.3 363.7 320.4

The GOC score may be biased towards the number of candidate proteins
aligned. The more the number of proteins aligned, the higher the GOC score
for the alignment is likely to be. Figure 6 shows statistics for the numbers of
nodes aligned by the aligners under review. We note that our method aligns
in a judicious way and considers only a moderate number of proteins which
are potential candidates for alignments instead of aligning proteins that are
biologically and topologically not fit for alignments. In Figure 6, it is evident
that though SSAlign and PINALOG do not align all proteins, GOC scores are
still better in comparison to the other aligners where other aligners align all the
proteins.
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Fig. 6. Total number of protein pairs aligned by the di↵erent aligners

Careful examination of the topological and biological scores achieved by dif-
ferent aligners further reveals that except for SSAlign, no aligner is equally adapt
at producing alignments that are concurrently topologically and biologically sig-
nificant. SSAlign exhibits superior alignment results by obviously outperforming
other aligners.

5 Conclusion

We present a new and novel approach, SSAlign, for aligning a pair of PPI net-
works with significant topological and biological similarity. We extract symmetric
substructures from two candidate networks and align them using an isomorphic
merit function based on gene ontology, GOC. Experimental results exhibit the
superiority of SSAlign in producing alignments which are both topologically
and biologically fit, where other candidate aligners fail to achieve both simulta-
neously.
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